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Academic dissent emerges over coronavirus outbreak
Mimi Leung and Yojana Sharmam, University World News, 02/06
A well-known academic in China has this week criticised the government’s handling of the
coronavirus outbreak highlighting that it has caused widespread dissatisfaction in the country. The
emergence of criticism by academics, medical personnel, and netizens silenced by the authorities
for ‘spreading rumours’ could herald a new strand of political dissent with the potential to outlast
the current emergency.
Read more »
Struggle between state control and autonomy is playing out at the University of Nairobi
Ishmael Munene, The Conversation, 02/05
Since mid-January the University of Nairobi has been operating without a leader. This follows a
decision by Kenya’s cabinet secretary for education to disband the institution’s council. He also
rejected the institution’s appointment of a new vice-chancellor.
Read more »
At Moscow university, a debate: Ban politics or risk the Kremlin's wrath?
Fred Weir, The Christian Science Monitor, 02/04
Russia’s second-largest and most progressive state-funded university is facing a dilemma. On one
hand, the Higher School of Economics (HSE), which has openly modeled itself on Western
university traditions, generally espouses freedom of speech, and its spacious, modern downtown
Moscow campuses are a known bastion of liberal moods.
Read more »
Iranian students with valid visas turned back at US borders
Jihan Abdalla, Al Jazeera, 02/04
A mad dash to collect documents, two overseas trips, a nerve-racking interview followed by
months of anxious waiting. After securing admission to some of the world's most prestigious
universities, this is the gruelling and costly process Iranian students go through to obtain a student
visa to the United States.
Read more »
Open Society University Network launched with $1 billion gift
Elizabeth Redden, Inside Higher Ed, 02/04

The financier George Soros recently announced a $1 billion donation to endow a new
international network of universities with a stated aim of promoting “critical thinking, open
intellectual inquiry, and fact-based research to strengthen foundations of open society amid
authoritarian resurgence.”
Read more »
Free to Think: Attacks on scholars, scientists threaten societies everywhere
Ian Graham, EuroScientist, 02/03
On September 26, 2019, a Turkish court ruled that the publication of a series of newspaper articles
about pollution constituted a criminal act. The articles’ author, a scholar of public health named
Bülent Şık, had been dismissed from his position at Akdeniz University three years earlier by
presidential decree.
Read more »
Iraqi students rally against PM-designate Mohammed Allawi
Al Jazeera, 02/02
Hundreds of students have marched in cities across Iraq to denounce the nomination of
Mohammed Allawi as the country's next prime minister despite calls from influential Shia leader,
Muqtada al-Sadr, for his supporters to clear roads and resume "day-to-day life.”
Read more »

